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Plane tickets to ohio from texas

At the moment, cheap flights have seen a decrease in prices for many domestic flights due to COVID-19. Travel is not recommended at this time, and flights may be likely to be canceled: Please check with local authorities in both Texas and Ohio for travel alerts, and be sure to review the airline's cancellation policy and
travel advice before booking. For more information, please see our post on what to learn about COVID-19 (coronavirus) and visit. What safety measures are being taken by airlines flying from Texas to Ohio to control the spread of COVID-19? Delta is one of several airlines that have implemented additional security
measures to control the spread of COVID-19. Airline carriers are regularly disinfecting and cleaning their planes. Masks are provided and are mandatory while on board. Pre-flight tests for symptoms and antibodies, with socially distance seating (for a limited time) will work towards keeping passengers safe while flying
from Texas to Ohio. Policies will vary by airline. Which airlines flying from Texas to Ohio have flexible cancellations due to COVID-19? American Airlines, United Airlines and Spirit Airlines are some carriers that may have flexible cancellation policies. You can use our site to filter for other airlines that may also have such
flexibility. Can I get flights from Texas to Ohio for under $100 on cheap flights? Yes, there are several flights from Texas to Ohio under $100. The cheapest flight booked recently is for just $49 on Spirit Airlines, but on average you can expect to pay $73. Are there frequent flights from Texas to Ohio under $100 on cheap
flights? Cheap flights are at least 20 direct flights from Texas to Ohio under $100. A good price for a nonstop flight from Texas to Ohio is less than $169. Are last-minute flights available under $100 from Texas to Ohio? There are currently 20+ open flights from Texas to Ohio within the next 7 days for less than $100. What
days of continuous flights from Texas to Ohio available? Nonstop flights can be found in the following days: Monday, Friday. What are the most popular airlines flying from Texas to Ohio ? Major airlines, American Airlines and JetBlue are the most popular airlines when flying from Texas to Ohio. What are the most
popular routes from Texas to Ohio? When deciding which route to take from Texas to Ohio is Dallas/Fort Worth-Columbus, Dallas/Fort Worth- Cleveland Hopkins Intl or Dallas/Fort Worth-Cincinnati Cinci./N. Kentucky as they are most popular. What are the cheapest flights from Texas to Ohio ? The cheapest flight from
Texas to Ohio costs $63. On average you can expect to pay $171. Most popular route, (Dallas/Fort Worth-Columbus), usually $86 can be booked for. What are the most reliable airlines from Texas to Ohio? Top 3 most reliable airlines when flying from Texas Ohio Messenger Air (83%), American Airlines (82%) and Qatar
Airways (77%). How long is the flight from Texas to Ohio ? There are many flights that you can get from Texas to Ohio in 2h 11m. Fly through Frontier, American Airlines or United Airlines to get the fastest option. All flights are usually frequent. What are the cheapest airlines to fly from Texas to Ohio round-trip? According
to our current data, Spirit Airlines ($49), and Frontier ($68) offer the cheapest pricing from Texas to Ohio. What are the cheapest airlines to fly from Texas to Ohio One-Way? The $27 cheapest one-way deal found within the past few days, is from Spirit Airlines. You may also be able to find cheap deals on Frontier with
prices from $34. At the moment, cheap flights have seen a decrease in prices for many domestic flights due to COVID-19. Travel isn't necessarily recommended at this time, and flights may be prone to cancellation: Please check with local authorities in both Ohio and Texas for travel alerts, and be sure to review the
airline's cancellation policy and travel advice before booking. For more information, please see our post on what to learn about COVID-19 (coronavirus) and visit. What safety measures are being taken by airlines flying from Ohio to Texas to control the spread of COVID-19? New policies can now be found on Delta to
help keep passengers flying safe. Airline carriers are regularly disinfecting and cleaning their planes. Masks are provided and are mandatory while on board. Pre-flight tests for symptoms and antibodies, with socially sitting away (for a limited time) will work towards keeping passengers safe while flying from Ohio to
Texas. Policies will vary by airline. Which airlines flying from Ohio to Texas have flexible cancellations due to COVID-19? Due to rapidly changing conditions due to COVID-19, airlines like American Airlines, United Airlines, and Delta flying from Ohio to Texas have implemented new flexible cancellation policies. Can I get
flights from Ohio to Texas for under $100 on cheap flights? Yes, there are several flights from Ohio to Texas under $100. The cheapest flight booked recently is on Spirit Airlines for just $63, but on average you can expect to pay $75. Are there frequent flights from Ohio to Texas under $100 on cheaper flights? Cheap
flights are at least 20 direct flights from Ohio to Texas under $100. A good price for a nonstop flight from Ohio to Texas is less than $146. Are last-minute flights available under $100 from Ohio to Texas? There are currently 20+ open flights from Ohio to Texas within the next 7 days for less than $100. Which day
continuous flights available from Ohio to Texas Nonstop flights can be found in the following days: Monday, Wednesday. What are the most popular airlines flying from Ohio to Texas ? Most popular airlines flight flight from Ohio to Texas Major airlines, American Airlines and JetBlue. Something to consider before booking
your flight. What are the most popular routes from Ohio to Texas ? When to decide which route to take Texas from Ohio to Cincinnati Cinci./N Kentucky-Dallas/Fort Worth, Cleveland Hopkins Intl-Dallas/Fort Worth or Cincinnati Cinci./N Kentucky-Houston as hobbies they are most popular. What are the cheapest flights
from Ohio to Texas ? While on average a flight from Ohio to Texas is typically $171, our data shows the cheapest flight currently is $62. When looking at the most popular route, (Cincinnati Cinci./Ann Kentucky-Dallas/Fort Worth), you can expect to pay $84 for that flight. What are the most reliable airlines from Ohio to
Texas? Looking for the most reliable airlines to get to your destination on time? Our data shows that these are most likely to take you from Ohio to Texas on time: United Airlines (100%), Messenger Air (97%), American Airlines (93%). How long is the flight from Ohio to Texas? There are many flights that you can get in 2h
28m from Ohio to Texas. Fly through Frontier, American Airlines or Spirit Airlines to get the fastest option. Most flights are nonstop. What are the cheapest airlines to fly from Ohio to Texas round-trip? Our most affordable airline is Spirit Airlines available from Ohio to Texas. Our recent data shows that you can find tickets
as low as $63 on this airline. Additional options worth looking at are Frontier and American Airlines, starting from $68 and $71 round trips. Ohio to Texas One - What are the cheapest airlines to fly to? The cheapest airline is one-way Spirit Airlines, with which users have recently received tickets as low as $25. Check out
flights to Frontier, as they currently have the next best price. Looking for cheap last-minute flights or a weekend getaway? We've covered you with weekend flight deals from Austin, Texas to Ohio. The chart below shows the best last minute deals and cheap flights we can get this weekend. DestinationDParting
ResigningPrice Toledo, Ohio 2/27/20 3/2/20 $197 Dayton 2/27/20 $213 Cleveland 2/27/20 3/2/20 $246 Cincinnati 2/29/20 3/20 $135 Columbus, Ohio 3/7/20 3/10/20 $297 Pros: You sold my seat, now I'm sleeping in the airport It's no good Cons: yes, if you keep my seat Pros: Humble crew and staff cons: Check bags
online for all flights Pros: Departure was on time Congress: really hard seats, No phone charger outlet, WiFi on board did not work pros: flight attendant, David, was extremely professional and good. Cons: They put a bunch of crying kids next to me, other than that it was a good experience. Pros: The crew was amazing!
Glenda in particular. Cons: The flight was delayed by six hours. The food was great! Cons: New baggage rules limit you to two bags in business on international flights☹️ pros: poor attitude. As it seemed They were doing us a favor to serve us. Garbage did not pick up for at least one hour. Absolutely zero personality
cons: I don't like American flight. Pros still sitting and waiting on my flight to Waco: Always we have a good experience Cons: My 5th oneway flight having flight cancelled 3 hours before flight time will be taken to my destination for the result and time tripple cons: Not able to check luggage all the way through Pros: Cons
at landing destination: aircraft, Food, seat, entertainment and missing flight crew pros: Great entertainment system professionals on each seat: large aircraft, and auxiliary crew. Cons: Not much. Pros: Excellent entertainment options Pros: American airline flight to Paris was great Pros: Breakfast and entertainment
professionals: Planes were comfortable. Cons: I didn't get a boarding pass for my third flight. Cons: Boarding took off forever and I'm a premium traveler. Pros: It was great! Pros: Slept very well in business. Great crew! Pros: Everything pros: I got to the destination, I slept the whole way. Cons: Delay for about 15 minutes
on arrival, maintenance and something about the entrance. Pros: Friendly Personal Pros: Cons in Seat Entertainment: Boarding Sequence Cons: Self-check in staff in Seattle that wasn't useful. Cons: A man passed out before boarding, then they put him on the flight. We push back from the gate and the engine starts
and the guy passes out again. Now, we are delaying 35 minutes. Why they put someone off a flight that was clearly sick before he ever boarded up so you all miss your connection in Dallas. We pushed back from the ramp and they went to the gate for our connecting flight before not moving on to us??? WTF Poor
Customer Service!! Fly southwest from now! Cons: Boarding was slow. The flight to Chicago which was at the same gate took way too long to board. Could not detect the problem. The way to get too wheelchair-long to unload passengers from the plane that had taken us to Dallas took long. Sat on the tarmac for an extra
20 minutes. Delays cost me an extra 2 1/2 hours later in Dallas and five hours in London airport! Cons: I ask many AA customer support this question no body help me understand. I buy a seat and a $70 extra for a premium what this seat does offer, what I'm paying $70 for Pros: Friendly Staff-Timed Cons: No foot room
even if I paid for my seat upgrade! Pros: Humble and pro-cons: The flight from San Antonio to Dallas was an excellent entertainment selection and entertainment system, despite having an hour's flight, but the flight to Madrid was far more short. Cons: It was delayed for almost half an hour. Plus it was great pros: at the
time. Friendly crew. Good price. Pros: I missed my connection when they stopped my flight immediately. I missed my connection for no obvious reasons. When asked for compensation they could do nothing and cited reasons about boarding and deboarding of a special needs passenger. Pros: It was at the time, the crew
was very polite and attentive. Cons: There is nothing to report. Pros: Flight canceled. Conducted through Avintics. Cons: Na Cons: Then take the fly apart from Florida to NC then wait another fly to Dallas at 5:45 p.m. at 8:45 p.m. My fly Dallas should be 1:30 for non-stop at 4:30 p.m., that day we have appointments 8.
The end we have dallas bad back for 9PM. If we delay waiting to fly by 8pm we could be home or be home at midnight time that is pretty bad. Pros: I like that it was timely and I had a safe flight. The people at the checking counter were good and helpful. Cons: This flight was good, but when I fly in July I pay extra for
safety and pay extra for better seat. The flight was canceled and they put me on different aircraft, which make my day in San Diego very difficult because I miss my meeting, I didn't get better seat ither, instead I got the seat in front of the toilet and have 3 hours to hear the door bunging and smelling horrible. I have never
been compensated for cancelling the flight or additional seat price. Nobody cares not even apologize. I hope that was just the sorry event and I still like my company and still flying with AA, but I was really disappointed. Honestly Vera Vasile. Pros: We were delayed due to a device malfunction. They deboarded us so we
didn't have to sit on a hot plane. It was greatly appreciated. The crew and gate persona in Cedar Rapids were very friendly and we all held on to getting back on the plane as soon as possible. Cons: We made time in the air for Dallas. We arrived early and waited about 15min. Another plane due to be in our gate. Cons:
Delay, landing and that you don't have at least one free documented stuff, that sounds like a scam. Cons: The second time I fly to Springfield and it's delayed was not like a first time to sleep in the airport cons: it would be nice to know ahead of time if the flight is equipped with a seat television in order to be ready to bring
headphones. Cons: Eco to change last-minute seat in front of cabin (no leg room or small bag allowed) Cons: The flight was almost an hour late because the co-pilot was late. Totally unprofessional. Cons: Some of the crew were rude, waiting for us to get off the plane forever Cons: I was late departing from Omaha to
Dallas, then was held back until 2p.m to fly to Corpus Christi. I had never apologized for my delay as well. Pros: Great flight! Cons: Absolutely great!!! Pros: Crew Cons: Take off through the first half of the flight Bumpy, though it wasn't anyone by allegiant mistake, just scary! Pros: Boarding was quick and efficient, the
plane was really clean. Cons: Cons: It would be nice to be able to bend the seat, and if at least water was served (even if snacks and other drinks cost money). Cons: Crew unfriendly. Flight attendants and pilots never accepted us or said hello or thank you. Pros: It was good quality for the price. Pros: Minor weather
delays, no problem. We were assigned to the seats with extra leg room that we didn't pay for, that was a nice and unexpected upgrade. Cons: I was a little annoyed that my TSA Precheck wasn't included on my refund ticket, although I bought RT tickets through my Allegiant account that's all of that on my profile
information. Looks like this should have been automatically added when the ticket was purchased. Pros: The crew was very good. Cons: AC was broken - only half the front of the plane was getting it. The back half was too hot. Cons: Bad turbulence throughout the whole flight. Hot temperatures during the majority of the
flight. Pros: Timely Cons: Crew unfriendly, sometimes rude pros: We finally got to our destination Cons: Uhh is not boarding and then the pilot is coming on and saying whoops we have deplane since the weather is bad. really? Why not just delay boarding instead of keeping everyone through that. Awesome experience
pros: Great fares even for last minute bookings. Cons: Services and comfort as expected for the price. Cons: Very dissatisfied with boarding and said we had to pay for our stuff but no one else did. I was prepaid for the 1st incase I brought big stuff, but I brought people up. So I was charged 100.. But everyone else was
big pros: the pilot was friendly Cons: Little confusion about the departure gate Pros: The captain was very good, and we rushed to our destination early. We had to hold back before landing, due to landing small planes, so the captain pointed to some areas along our way! Loved it! The flight was smooth. Cons: We were
scheduled to leave the flight in the boarding area an hour earlier. However, due to the way flights are scheduled, people were still deplaning from the previous flight for 25 minutes after our gate arrival time. Pros: Smooth flying on time without incident. Cons: As retired army we have assigned seats since we bought our
tickets, but somehow our return tickets were separated from us 2 rows and opposite sides of the plane. We should have had an isle seat and a window seat in the same side and row. We all appreciate Allegiant Air does for the military. I wish all the airlines did what they do. Pros: Timeliness of crew flight professionalism
Immediate attention for a passenger who swooned opposition: Passengers were cold and there was no blanket offered there were no hot beverages and it was too cold. All beverages were for purchase and yet no complimentary hot coffee nor tea, even if you wanted to pay cons: I have a flight that I bought Finally to
cancel - when I called for cancellation - within a period of 24 hours, they will not let me cancel despite the text on my confirmation saying that there will be a free cancellation within 24 hours. Were extremely annoyed that there had been gross mis communication. I was finally going on the flight but was unable to get a
refund which seems ridiculous given that there was clearly the text on the website saying that it was their policy. Cons: Charging bags for $105 pros: The flight crew were friendly and polite and even added some humor. The flight was on schedule for departures and 20 minutes early on arrival. The fare couldn't beat. Only
airline to fly non-stop directly to my location. Cons: Had to pay for drinks or snacks. Seats didn't bend. Luckily only a little more than a 2-hour flight. Pros: Non-stop flight cons at a reasonable price: Food options are very limited Pros: Getting by the bus! Cons: 2.00 for water! Everything worth more! The crew was not good.
Kindness goes a long way. Not for this crew impatient and just rude to other passengers. We pay good money to ride on the horror bus! Cons: Long wait due to plane speaker malfunction . The offer of free drinks puts on the flight once we finally took it, but it was a very small 2 sip pour. Cons: The flight was 9 hours late.
We were going to NYC for 2 days. We missed an entire day--- cut our trip in half. Pros: The flight crew were very polite and we received free soda. Free wine but after spending my entire New Year's Day in an airport would have been more appropriate. Cons: 9 hours review because a crew member didn't show up.
Originally reported due to leave due to flight only 20 minutes before 6 hours delay. The entire ground crew received two $8 meal vouchers and rude and slow service. Pros: Great airfare, great staff, etc. khichdi: help that passengers are stupid! Love this place. Pros: Great assistance with a wheelchair for the board, and
the gate crew at CVG is super friendly and useful. Cons: After landing, we spent an hour sitting on the plane, waiting for a gate. After the entire plane was deboarded, it took another 15 minutes for them to bring my husband's wheelchair from gate check storage. Pros: New plane! Cons: Ascended very quickly! Pros: From
entering the airport, gate, and aircraft - nothing is more enjoyable and efficient than Allegiant flights. I was able to bday my grandchildren and back to attend from early next week – round trip at logic prices! Thank you. Cons: I'm fine with it, but the way to walk was very filthy on my return journey. I know the plane was late
and we boarded late.. । But a really quick vacuum would have only taken a few minutes. I know it was messy from CL-professionals: aircraft, staff, made the best of bad situations. Seats are only ok to do good, but no airlines actually Comparisons they were good are relaxed by the opposition: delay - not due to this time
Airlines, so good reviews thus. Cons: A middle seat was assigned. I am a little woman and had absolutely no place. Cons: Allegiant needs to put more than just school bus seats in his plane. Pros: Ticket costs, airport locations — and more convenient travel access to smaller airports. Cons: Baggage fees are outrageous,
no complimentary facilities or refreshments. Flight attendants were rude in asking parties to return to assigned seats, while there were several fully open rows on the back side, (no clear or explained reason aside from assigned ticket seats that they should remain vacant. Families or peers could have traveled together -
this seemed unnecessary to prevent, the only benefit saw was the satisfaction of flight attendants on the refusal to transfer the seat. Pros: Great flight! Cons: Price, service pros: They offered a direct flight from Cincinnati to Austin. The price was good, even if they charge to push forward. Cons: They land at Austin airport,
sort of. Once we landed they took us to a remote terminal, which required the bus to be filled and then took you back to the actual airport. There was no quick way to return the bus and drive for 15 to 20 minutes to get to the main airport. I took 1 full hour from when I got into my car in very D when I landed. Pros: Great
service and very clean aircraft. The staff did everything to accommodate everyone's needs. Cons: There was a lot more ternance than expected who could make up for our shaky landing, but the pilot did a great job regardless. Pros: Everything during flight was great, but... Cons: We were delayed over 7 hours, with only
a $50 dollar future airline credit and an $8 meal voucher. It's not nearly enough for that kind of headache. It was before 2 p.m. we arrived at our hotel. Pros: Good opposition to domestic travel: I didn't like how the wind was stopped before we were allowed to leave the plane. It made it difficult to breathe with my asthma.
Pros: Very smooth ride and attentive friendly staff cons: Breakfast was over. Pros: The crew was amazing and child friendly. Pros: Very clean, great staff, smooth flight, easy boarding. All the things you can hope for a great experience. The first flight with this airline so I didn't know what to expect, but it was great! Pros:
The cabin crew was very helpful and polite. Expressed a great sense of humor especially throughout a flight and had a great rapport w/ passengers. The flight was on time. The fare was about $111 compared to $375 for Orlando. I was able to fit this flight into my scheduled so the company saved $$. Cons: Can't blame
Allegiant for a noisy kid, but there was a kid across the aisle from me who screamed and spoke loudly flying the whole. I was trying to sleep and wasn't happy. I like a good fare, but sell a can of Coke on the flight for $2 A little extreme. Glad there are cut-rate airlines there as an option, but I won't fly them any more than
necessary. Pros: Great price. Cons: Landing in Austin and walking down a wet slippery ramp and then having to cross the tarmac in a thunderstorm.. । Got too wet. How about a cover? Pros: Flight attendants were very kind. Pros: Crew humble, clean aircraft cons: late, delayed. Price confusing, extra fees for seat
reserve and carry on bags. Cons: The flight was delayed by an hour for kagging action. Can't be helped by the crew, but an administrative errors are just as bad. Cons: The seats were made of stone. Cons: Flight was delayed by 8 hours Pros: EXECELLENT Booking and Flight, will continue to use your SERVIES. John
Pros: The crew was friendly and did their best in difficult situations. Cons: Takeoff delayed by 2 hours. When we arrived in Rapid City, we were stuck in the taxiway for over half an hour before we could get to our gate. Pros: Really good crew, I loved your seat work, swift and easy boarding. Cons: Comfier Seats Cons:
The journey was amazing. Our flight attendant Sonia was amazing! Pros: Staff was friendly Cons: Seats are very uncomfortable Cons: small seats and no leg room Pros: Other passengers were great. Cons: My flight was getting delayed so I missed the concert I was attending, so I lost money. It was extremely turbulent
and I was sick. Flight attendants were extremely rude. Cons: Baggage personal items paid for marginal web site confusion The pros: I was supposed to fly to Denver today at 2:00, and I'm still stuck in Cleveland!!! Not sure when I'm going home! It's totally ridiculous!!! Pros: I like that they had us on board at the beginning
with a kid so that we could be located before everyone else was on there. Cons: Pay for my seat to be by my two-year-old grandson. Pay for a pop or drink on the plane. Pros: I enjoyed flying Swift. It was long, but Frontier made it very enjoyable. Cons: There was nothing I didn't like. Everything was perfect! Cons: I'm
never flying Frontier Airlines again. Hidden fees make that price very much everywhere, much less of a deal than it looked when I did price comparisons against some legitimate airlines. Frontier charged for carry-on bags, tried to charge for seat assignments (all of the seats available and not just the desired ones),
charged for every drink, including soda. Frankly I was surprised they didn't charge for the water! The seats didn't bend at all and were like sitting on a metal folding chair for 5 hours. The food tray was about 3 inches wide, could barely put a plastic cup on it alone a laptop or anything like that. Confusing pricing combined
with unsightly housing—a combination I'll avoid next time. Pros: Anything Cons: Another plane malfunction! The last time we flew marginally Stuck for 2 days in FL! Never was another plane towed to us. Never for another flight, Cleveland collided so we could return home. At least you felt that disaster and we were able
to board a plane scheduled for Philadelphia, which collided that passenger for a flight 3 hours later. And the horror was the stories of other passengers last night.. । All about Frontier, a guy had previously completely missed a cruise! That is not how to maintain nor run an airlines. I will not give Fritier another chance.
Pros: Flight left on time and arrived early. Cons: I didn't like that I had to pay for a take-on and one seat work. And then to find out when on board, that I had to pay for any snacks or drinks. Good thing I had a water in hand. I had sent the limit several years ago when I received good service. This flight was just
transport.... Not a service-oriented flight to get back to you. Also, we appear at the end waiting for 1/2 hours on the baggage claim for your bag... Pros: Boarding was easy and efficient Cons: Seats are not the most comfortable. Small tray tables and seats don't bend pros: Nothing cons: Delayed flight and overpriced
baggage charges — more than other airlines — I sent several times along the border and every flight was delayed by mechanical problems — flying at the gate next to me also had the same problem. Cons: You couldn't adjust the seat back, got upright for 4 hours and stuck in the closing position. Tight leg room. Won't



do it again. Pros: Cheap Cons: No Features Pros: I like that it's affordable because I wouldn't be able to fly otherwise. Cons: I've ridden the marginal many times, but I've never ridden on a flight that you don't even put your seat back. For a 4-hour red eye, it was a huge disappointment. Pros: Attendants made sure each
one was comfortable before the flight, after the doors offered to customers were closing open seats that looked slightly crammed. They were very accommodating. I didn't eat any food, but it smelled amazing. I would certainly suggest limiting any one flight I know I will be booking with them again. Cons: The chairs
weren't the most comfortable, luckily it wasn't a long flight. There is a little more to check in luggage. I understand charging for extra luggage, but first checked bags should be complimentary. Pros: Smooth flight, quick arrived, fast boarding prices. Cons: Everything was fine, no food and only water for free, which was
expected since rates are so low. Therefore, the low score is due only to not having an N/A rank option. Pros: Flying with Frontier for the first time. There are no complaints other than paying to carry on my luggage. But when I only spend $80 (taxes and fees included) fly from Dallas to Denver, I'm still happy. Pros: I've
bargained for more than I do. On a short flight (2hrs), I don't need frills. Worked, the crew was professional. The price was very good. Paying for extras doesn't bother me, but I understand it's a concept that many people need time to get used to. I'd way rather pay for my take-on or even subsidize the cost of yours by
water. Pros: The pros didn't feel like cattle: the flight was on time! Landed even quickly! Cons: We had to wait for a long time to get our stuff! Pros: The same cons as flight SLC to Denver: No supplemental drinks. Fold lower down the table. Pros: We boarded quickly, the plane was clean, the fare was cheaper, and the
crew was polite. Cons: I didn't like small tray tables. Pros: The website has done a great job of explaining all of the odd extra fees. Prices for stuff were discounted because of the offseason, but I would have been annoyed if I paid much more general pricing. Math would have made more tickets than major airlines that
included food, entertainment, and employee luggage check-in counters. Cons: Waited 25-45 minutes each time before staff rushed in to check luggage. Then, at the same time, 4 employees will come. I understand cost savings, but they just couldn't use fewer employees to always have anyone over the counter? Labour
costs will be the same. Pros: Price Cons: You get what you pay for, I think. It's so sad to see the once customer-centric company become only about numbers. Small seats, everything is an upstairs charge. Pros: Comfortable. Cons: Will carry-ons have to pay? Paying for oxygen would be a logical next step. Pros: The
flight was on time EAC way and arrived quickly. Pros: We took the plane, eventually, didn't crash. Cons: There was a maintenance issue with the plane. That could happen. But the way the airline handled it was a problem. Every couple of hours they will push back departure time. After being delayed 6 hours, he told us,
The aircraft is repaired, but the crew has taken time out. So the departure time had to be pushed back another 3 hours. 15 minutes before that time elapsed they announced that, while they no longer had a crew, the plane wasn't actually fixed and they were going to bring in another plane in another 2 hours. Before
boarding, they announced they needed to move some passengers to separate seats, because there were fewer passengers than originally scheduled to balance weight. It turned out to be a lie because it was a different aircraft model. I was moved from an upgraded seat to an unsatisfactory one with low leg room. When
the plane finally arrived we sat on the tarmac for 60 minutes before taking off. He announced complimentary drinks and snacks for the delay. And, when I don't get excited one way or another on a bag of peanuts, when the air waitress came around and tried to charge me for breakfast and claimed it wasn't promised, it
was really annoying. There is a delay. Please don't lie What's happening. Pros: We arrived 30 minutes before the scheduled time the cons: Stuartest were rude and mean. We sat on the plane for 1 hour before they took off. They had an issue with a door sensor and smelled when they fixed it to burn the entire plane. The
smell persisted until we carried it. It was too scary to fly in the same airplane. Next time I will pay more money and feel more secure and confident in the plane. Cons: After dimming to make ticket prices higher than nickel and other flights, the flight itself was delayed for more than 7 hours. Don use this cheap, poorly
managed airline. Pros: Seats are not very comfortable. Cons: What they don't tell you is there's no taking on the gym bag and charged me 40 dollars to check it out pros: the boarding process was good. Cons: Flight attendants spent most of the flight joking around with two young female passengers a row behind me. I
was in the second to last row. It was a 5:30 flight and no one could sleep because they were so loud. Also the crew who you had speaking kept swearing at passengers and we had children by us. Very unprofessional crew. Also, I chose this carrier because if there is a low fare. By the time I was paid for all of the extras
like a seat (really?!) I would have saved money going with a different airline and had a better choice of flight time. Oh, and free water on the plane. Pros: It was at the time, sitting with our party, and I wasn't bullied! Flight attendants were pleasant! I didn't expect much for the price I paid, but it's a great flight :) Was Cons:
:) Nothing Pros: Nothing, if I could give it 0 stars I cons: hidden fee, rude flight attendance, no food offered, seating offered was clean pros: the row of extended legroom was occupied un. I was able to use a tilted seat in the row behind me (with extra leg room to boot). Very nice surprise. Cons: N/A Pros: The fare was
good, even after adding it was somewhat cheaper. But, if there are too many, he disappears. Cons: Seats are also closed together. Pressed in my knees that seat informed about me, I'm only 6'3. There is no way to scruce down in the seat and use the seat to rest on the head. The most uncomfortable seating I've ever
experienced. A slightly condescending flight attendant suffered. Pros: Flight cost cons: Cost for everything but ice water extra, web site didn't work to take seat or upgrade seating. Pros: Great customer service pros: Left on flight time and landed quickly. Cons: I think water and juice should be free. Pros: The price was
right and the flight schedule was convenient. Cons: Confusing and checking in seats is not comfortable. Pros: The flight was great. The attendants were very helpful and polite. The assistance when needing a wheelchair was great. Will certainly fly across the border again. Cons: The most of the two young children
screaming and kicking behind us Pros: Like the price. $49 flight to Ohio NV. Had to pay for bags and drinks etc, but fine by me BC I didn't need those services. Cons: Couldn't check my bag in up to 4 hours before the flight. So I had to lud it back around the former security.. । And due to construction, there was no where
to sit or rest pre-safety. Sucked. Also, I sat in the back of the plane. I could hear flight attendants talk about how low their paychecks were, their family issues, relationships, etc. Cons: Hidden fees. $30 for a take on. and an additional seat fee. Boarding was late. The flight sailed late. Overall terrible first experience. Won't
be coming back. Pros: The crew for Frontier was professional and extremely personality. I was completely satisfied with the experience! I will definitely fly with them again. Cons: Extra fees for everything from seats, a small bag, for drinks.... Pros: Great price. Direct, quick, efficient flight. Flight crew service in friendly (if
overly comfortable). A la carte pricing works just fine. Less fussy experience. Cons: Very few agents at the ticket counter. No kiosks for self check/boarding pass printing?? Very poor food options in the air. I don't mind paying, but it was all junk food! Please have some healthy options! Seats for a short flight will be fine,
but quite uncomfortable cross-country; I would probably prefer more expensive/comfortable aircraft for longer flights. Pros: Smooth flight cons: 2 and 1/2 hours late. In fact it made it difficult cons: the flight was delayed. Barely any leg room. Very uncomfortable. Pros: The attendants were extremely pleasant. Flying
basically on time. Cons: Tight seating. Pros: Nonstop 2hr.11min. Very good! Cons: Only one job. Pros: Price Cons: Small Seats Pros: It's cheap Cons: Then looks like cattle and subconsciously feel like you're not really saving in anything. This is the spirit's way. Cons: Landing blow was cons: should not pay for food and
drinks. There was no food. Pros: Just requirements and price. Cons: The plan was kind of messy and the staff was hard to understand. Cons: There was a delay of about an hour, which put me very far behind my drive back to Midland. I just want better communication to happen. Pros: Direct Flight Cons: Hours and a
half late.. । Return flight, hours and a half late. Could not load tickets for my phone.. । Admitted that this is a known mess on their part. Don't know if it will be fixed. On the return flight, sitting on a 5 gallon bucket would neen be more comfortable. Never again. Pros: Early departures resulted in early arrivals. The flight
attendant went out of her way to help me get help at DFW to get boarding passes for another airline and to reach the gate to add flight to get assistance for my disability, Seats and inadequate rooms — a big man (not obese) had the middle seat and I basically couldn't sit straight due to my bulk.. । I sort sort Leaned
slightly to the left. Don't like paying for everything, including water. Pros: Boarding went smoothly. Left the flight and arrived early. The crew was very friendly and entertaining during the flight. Wasn't sure about how the soul-ala carte system would turn out but was happy with my experience. I will book another soul flight
now in the future that I know how their ala carte system worked out. There were complaints about the prices of snacks and drinks. My advice, though not as expensive, is to buy before boarding or go without! Cons: I bought $19 seats and got what I paid for. Was uncomfortable toward the end of a 2 1/2-hour flight. Next
time the wide will try to sit $38. Pros: Nothing Cons: overpriced bag fees, rude flight attendants, planes. Cons: My flight left early I was at the airport 1 hour before time. My seat was taken when I got there. Also I had to pay 90 to get on the next flight which I belive is not fair. Worst Travel Agency!. Pros: Nothing Cons:
Every leg of the flight 2+ hours the whole journey was terrible delayed in the pros: one of the stewardesses was helpful, but others just rude w/ Cons: Boarding was late as the usual crew are mostly rude seats are tight with no leg dining in the room?!? Bahahaha ~ Yes, if you want to pay yet another extra cost to fly with
soul entertainment ~ None, but luckily my idea was good and I had a ton of pictures that I needed to filter on my phone Pros: The flight was great Cons: the seats were uncomfortable pros: easy access, boarding, seating. Nice, new plane with updated features. Cons: The bag under my front seat seemed big before
space, but it's probably just a misconception. Pros: The color of the plane was about it. Cons: Small, poorly made, rude, heated cabin, over price. I will never fly soul again Pros: Low airfare appreciated.Cons: End up paying for things I used to get for free. Paying an extra $10 to $35 on top of my airfare for a seat is just
wrong. Pros: People said the spiirt airline was dirty, but I thought it was ok {no dirty then any other airline). I will fly through them again. Cons: As a member of the military services service and defense of our great country fact, I was unable to reschedule a flight and was offered a $.40 credit toward another flight. I bought
2 tickets for $273, and due to unforeseen circumstances I was only offered .40. Awesome customer services and Spirit Airlines was the flight operator. Cons: Seats didn't bend and too narrow. Very uncomfortable. Cons: Airline pros in general: I would say fare, but after all nickel and diming, the fare is not even better.
Cons: -Bags cost $45 to fly, other flights just as flying Much worse condition as expensive make. Should be sent to southwest or American with much Service, aircraft and technology. - Unable to do so, tried to check in before flight on my phone. The desktop had to be used. Even the desktop was difficult. - My return
flight didn't have access to the printer, saved photo of boarding pass on my phone (works on other airlines), but just wasn't able to check with the picture. Had to return to the ticket desk to get tickets all the way across the airport. (7 months pregnant... Annoying) - Only 2 of the 6 or so kiosks in CLE were working. Desk
agents just weren't helping standing there. - Seats do not bend, the plane is tight and uncomfortable. -Overall, bad airline, poor service, soul will never fly again. Scam artists with their nickel and dim. Pros: Low fare. This is it! Cons: TSA is not pre-available. Miles ended too soon and never redeemable Pros: Price Cons:
Dispatch to drop long queue bags! Not even tap water to drink on the flight. Cons: I went to the airport 40 minutes ago, they didn't give me the boarding pass and they told me that time is over for boarding. I don't know why they're not letting me boring. He asked me to book another ticket which is 190 dollars. I missed my
meeting and I took another flight access to the office. I suggest spirit airlines never book. Cons: Baggage fees are through the roof!! Pros: The crew was friendly. Cons: The extra charges for bags and seats are unconventional and unfair. Seats on the plane are super uncomfortable. The flight was delayed. Cons: The
seats were small. Pros: Very smooth. The flight was grounded but the attendants were super welcome and attentive. There could have been a little more leg room. Buy for an economy flight, it was just fine. A little late ascended but departed and arrived on time. Pros: It was a smooth flight. Cons: Extra fees for spirit
almost everything; Picking up a large seat, $3 for a soda, up to $100 for a carry on the bag. There were some people that didn't know they could only have 1 free personal item, like a purse, and a carry on an actual bag was a cost. Pros: Nothing Cons: Pay for every breath I took! Tight seats! Cons: Everything about your
airline. Pros: I picked up this flight mainly because of the departure/departure. The first time I flew with the soul was nervous about trying them again after a negative experience. Cons: This is my second time flying over soul, and the second time my flight was delayed. Baggage fees are ridiculously high, and to a gross
generalization, I don't know a single woman who can stay overnight the only item she can cram into a private bag. So this airline's MO means that almost all female customers will be paid for a carry-on or check bag. I had to stand in a short line for too long to get the tag for my checked bag. Make sure you pay more for a
ticket on another airline The cost weight of the bag. My ticket was only $125, and my bags were a $84! Pros: I liked that they treated us with respect and where very friendly staff cons: there was nothing like pros: the crew was useful and very good all the time. The plane was clean and relatively new. The price was great,
given that I paid $96 for two passengers totaling, with taxes. Cons: Some of the passenger's attitude was not perfect. Prices for checked bags, had a little higher side. Pros: Nothing. Cons: What I didn't like was that the seats were extremely uncomfortable, they wouldn't lean back and they also had very little cushion. I
didn't even like that there are no complimentary items for passengers (I know that's one of the thing of the soul but when I get a water cup too bad I think). As well as everything on their menu is overpriced. I also didn't like the fact that they have more hidden charges out there than any other airline. I was charged in about
three different amounts for carrying on my bag (I had layovers as well as other flights with spirit). I had to bring my bag with me to pay more than it was for my ticket. I also feel like soul (although the price of advance tickets is cheap) the most inconvenient hours or ways (meaning lots of layover, long on it, or late/late). I
didn't enjoy this airline and I feel sorry for whoever gets stuck flying with them. Pros: Overall flight experience including timely 'performance.' Proper service during flight. Cons: Uncomfortable seat which can't be tilted for a little rest. The seat pitch (the distance between 2 rows) was horrible because the passenger in the
right seat behind me was constantly kicking me in my back and that was very annoying. Pros: Flying fast. Good crew cons: Arrived about an hour late. Pros: The boarding process was actually quite smooth and efficient. Cons: I bought soul tickets because it was ~$30 cheaper than my other options. I was fine with
connecting flights for savings. Fool me, I didn't check the fine print — soul charges to carry on a bag. Both ways. The $30 I thought I saved was quickly erased when I ended up spending $90 to carry a duffel bag on the plane. All four of my flights were delayed by about two hours. The seats were thin, sparsely padded,
and tight. Pros: The price is good. If you want frills, you pay for them. The ticket agents were good for me and took care it being my first flight. Because my flight was getting delayed they issued a voucher for another future flight, which I would be using. Go soul! Cons: My plane was cancelled and I waited until the next
morning to leave, was inconvenient, but they booked me out on the next available flight. Pros: The flight crew were engaged and tried to maintain our spirits. They kept us up to date. Only the ones on the plane. The man at the ticket counter was cold and unengaged. His apology was And insincere. Cons: First, the flight
was delayed. Then I was delayed again. So in the end we boarded, sitting on the airline at least an hour and then flying because some communication between the tower and the airline was canceled all of the error. They sent us home. I will never fly the soul again. Persistent. The savings are very expensive. Cons: The
flight was delayed by an hour and a half. Very tight. I'm at 5' tall and feel like I had no place. You can print your boarding pass at airport kiosks for free, even if the website makes it feel like you can't. Pros: Not one thing cons: one word in everything. It was my first time flying with soul and what a terrible experience. The
gate attendant was started with rude and abrasive. Then we boarded the plane and sat at the gate for two abs for them and to tell us we have to get off the flight. Then at1am they cancelled the flight. 4 hours after the scheduled departure. The worst part is that they haven't accommodated anyone who needs to get to the
destination as they have no ally and a flight one day only. The spirit will never fly with you again. Pros: Price, flings were excellent, workers were polite attentive, the plan was clear. I've told friends about the soul will fly again and rent bare. I like the fact that you exline completely bare fare on your web site so you don't
have to go it blindly. Once we checked your site and understood my explanation to my family and I got ready. Thanks for the bare rent. Cons: Our departure was delayed and we were not informed about what was happening, and there was a little trash in the pocket of the set in front of me. Pros: Let's be honest.. । It
would be one day of smoke and mirrors that we all feared. Competitive fare, not really, and then less than basic services. Someday we would argue a flight attendant is required for an evacuation. I'm seeing vending machines after automated security briefings. Put your money in pilots, I say. Pros: Nothing Cons: Spirit
itself the airline that was running 2 hours late for a flight that is scheduled for 9:15 p.m. For it's 12:00 a.m. the next day Pros: Anything on this flight away from what I would call satisfactory. Nor redeeming. Cons: This time of year was spent more so airports are waiting for delays and dealing with bad weather and lack of
contingency plans to get this useless cheap company to replace this useless cheap company since not offering a replacement within 24 hours of this cancelled flight. The problem with an airline is not the price it is about working with customers who are stranded during the holidays. I go back abroad for an international
flight at 31 where I had studied. It was troubling the lack of service to get my flight rescheduled, it was highly unprofessional how they didn't have a rational solution to get back on 29 December. I wish this site will take over, and help us re-book our flight. The problem with our service from Spirit was that they would
reimburse both flights, but then I would go to an airport to take a risk not getting a flight when driving away 1-5 hours to airports around throwing valuable time. They said they would give a $50 voucher for another flight reduction, but it's not enough to compensate for all the stress I (and my family) were put through. It's
the worst experience with an airline I'd ever used. I would never recommend this to anyone flying.
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